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AO 91 (Rev. 11/11) Criminal Complaint AUSAs Ashley Chung (312) 697-4089 and Andrew Erskine (312) 353-1875 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

v. 

SERGIO IVAN BLAS 

CASE NUMBER: 

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 

I, the complainant in this case, state that the following is true to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

Beginning no later than in or about June 2021, and continuing until at least on or about November 4, 2021, 
at Chicago, in the Northern District of Illinois, Eastern Division, and elsewhere, the defendant violated: 

Code Section Offense Description 

Title 21, United States Code, Section 846 conspiracy to knowingly and intentionally possess 
with intent to distribute and distribute a controlled 
substance, namely, 5 kilograms or more of a mixture 
and substance containing a detectable amount of 
cocaine, a Schedule II Controlled Substance, in 
violation of Title 21, United States Code, Section 
841(a)(1) 

This criminal complaint is based upon these facts: 
  X    Continued on the attached sheet. 

VICTOR ALMAGUER 
Task Force Officer, Drug Enforcement 
Administration (DEA) 

Pursuant to Fed. R. Crim. P. 4.1, this Complaint is presented by reliable electronic means. The above-
named agent provided a sworn statement attesting to the truth of the Complaint and Affidavit by telephone. 

Date: November 5, 2021 
Judge’s signature 

City and state: Chicago, Illinois GABRIEL A. FUENTES, U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Printed name and title 

21 CR 684

FILED
11/5/2021

THOMAS G. BRUTON

CLERK, U.S. DISTRICT COURT



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT ) 
)  

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS ) 
 

AFFIDAVIT 

I, Victor Almaguer, being duly sworn, state as follows:  

1. I am a Task Force Officer with the Drug Enforcement Administration 

(DEA). I have been so employed since approximately April 2015. I am also a detective 

with the City of Elmhurst Police department, where I have been a sworn officer since 

2003. My current responsibilities include the investigation of drug trafficking and 

money laundering offenses.  

2. This affidavit is submitted in support of a criminal complaint alleging 

that beginning no later than in or about June 2021, and continuing until at least on 

or about November 4, 2021, SERGIO IVAN BLAS conspired to knowingly and 

intentionally possess with intent to distribute and distribute a controlled substance, 

namely, five kilograms or more of a mixture and substance containing a detectable 

amount of cocaine, a Schedule II Controlled Substance, in violation of Title 21, United 

States Code, Section 841(a)(1), all in violation of Title 21, United States Code, Section 

846.  

3. Because this affidavit is being submitted for the limited purpose of 

establishing probable cause in support of a criminal complaint charging SERGIO 

IVAN BLAS with conspiracy to knowingly and intentionally possess with intent to 

distribute a controlled substance, namely, 5 kilograms or more of a mixture or 

substance containing a detectable amount of cocaine, I have not included each and 
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every fact known to me concerning this investigation. I have set forth only the facts 

that I believe are necessary to establish probable cause to believe that the defendant 

committed the offense alleged in the complaint. 

4. This affidavit is based on my personal knowledge, information provided 

to me by other law enforcement agents, physical surveillance, my training and 

experience, and the training and experience of other law enforcement agents.   

FACTS IN SUPPORT OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
 

I. Background Regarding Bombardier CL-600 Plane 

5. On or about the afternoon of November 3, 2021, law enforcement 

established physical surveillance at and around the Gary/Chicago International 

Airport in Gary, Indiana, in anticipation of the arrival of a Bombardier CL-600-2B16 

Challenger 601-3A aircraft assigned tail number XA-UFF. According to open-source 

information, on or about November 2, 2021, the plane had departed from Lic. Adolfo 

López Mateos International Airport, in Toluca, Mexico, and traveled to William P. 

Hobby Airport in Houston, Texas. According to flight-plan information from the Air 

& Marine Operations Center (AMOC), the same plane was scheduled to depart from 

Gary, Indiana to Toluca, Mexico the evening of November 3, 2021. 

6. The flight manifest listed Sebastian Vazquez-Gamez among the three 

passengers on the plane who had traveled to Houston, Texas, on or about November 

2, 2021. During prior physical surveillance of the same plane, on or about October 19, 

2021, law enforcement had observed Vazquez-Gamez arrive in Gary, Indiana (from 
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Toluca, Mexico, with a prior stop in Houston, Texas, according to the flight plan).1 

According to the October 19, 2021, flight records, the plane departed later that same 

day for Toluca, Mexico, with Vazquez-Gamez again onboard, per the manifest. 

However, a review of surveillance footage revealed that Vazquez-Gamez had 

remained in the Chicago area after the time that the plane had departed for Mexico. 

II. November 3, 2021 Surveillance 

7. On November 3, 2021, at approximately 6:43 p.m., law enforcement 

observed the plane land at the Gary/Chicago International Airport. After the plane 

parked on the tarmac, at approximately 6:50 p.m., law enforcement observed an 

individual on the plane (“Individual A”) open the aircraft’s door and speak with a 

Gary Airport employee, who was waiting on the tarmac.  

8. Shortly thereafter, law enforcement observed the airport employee 

retrieve two black duffel bags, one with a white “PUMA” logo and one with a white 

Nike logo, from the plane and hang them on a waiting dolly cart. The employee then 

returned to the plane and retrieved a dark gray patterned suitcase and a silver 

suitcase from the plane. As the employee placed those bags on the dolly, Sebastian 

Vazquez-Gamez2 and two other passengers (Individuals B and C) exited the plane. 

Vazquez-Gamez then turned around and, with the assistance of the Gary Airport 

employee and Individuals A, B, and C, slid an approximately four-foot long piece of 

 
1 Law enforcement identified Vazquez-Gamez based on comparison to known photos of 
Vazquez-Gamez.  
2 Law enforcement identified Vazquez-Gamez based on comparison to prior physical 
surveillance as well as based on his Mexico identification card upon Vazquez-Gamez’s arrest.  
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luggage (hereinafter referred to as “the tall suitcase”) out of the plane and down the 

stairs to the tarmac. Based on the manner in which the tall suitcase was handled, it 

appeared to be significantly weighed down. The airport employee then maneuvered 

the tall suitcase towards the dolly. 

 

9. After placing the tall suitcase near the dolly, the airport employee 

returned to the plane and retrieved a large black suitcase (hereinafter referred to as 

“the black suitcase”) from Individual A. Based on the manner in which the black 

suitcase was handled, it also appeared to be significantly weighed down. The airport 

employee placed the black suitcase on the dolly.  

10. At approximately 6:51 p.m., the airport employee pulled the dolly cart 

containing all the aforementioned luggage towards the Gary Jet Center building. 

Vazquez-Gamez, Individual B, and Individual C followed, with Vazquez-Gamez 

pulling the tall suitcase.  
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11. At approximately 7:01 p.m., law enforcement observed a black 2020 

Lincoln Navigator arrive and park in front of the Gary Jet Center at the Gary Airport. 

Approximately two minutes later, law enforcement observed the driver of the Lincoln, 

Individual D, standing with Vazquez-Gamez and two other individuals (believed to 

be Individual B and Individual C) just outside of the Gary Jet Center entrance/exit 

doors. A short time later, law enforcement observed the driver of the Lincoln appear 

to transfer the luggage into the rear tailgate of the Lincoln. 

12. At approximately 7:07 p.m., the Lincoln departed the area, and law 

enforcement initiated mobile surveillance, following the Lincoln as it traveled from 

the Gary Airport to downtown Chicago.  

13. At approximately 7:40 p.m., law enforcement lost visual contact with the 

Lincoln in the area of North Lake Shore Drive and East Chicago Avenue in downtown 

Chicago.   

14. At approximately 8:31 p.m., law enforcement learned from a Gary 

Airport employee that the Lincoln had dropped off its passengers at a downtown 

Chicago hotel (“Hotel A”), located on the 100 block of East Chestnut St. in Chicago. 

15. A Hotel A employee confirmed that Vazquez-Gamez, Individual B, and 

Individual C had checked into Hotel A. Law enforcement subsequently established 

physical surveillance around the vicinity of the hotel. 

16. At approximately 9:10 p.m., plain-clothes law enforcement personnel in 

the lobby of Hotel A observed Vazquez-Gamez and Individual B walking through the 
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lobby of the hotel. Vazquez-Gamez was pulling the tall suitcase and Individual B was 

pulling the black suitcase, and they exited the hotel.  

17. Surveillance then observed Vazquez-Gamez standing on the sidewalk

near the front of the hotel in close proximity to the tall suitcase and the black suitcase. 

Meanwhile, Individual B was observed walking around the area while appearing to 

use a cell phone to take pictures of the area. 

18. At approximately 9:14 p.m., law enforcement observed Vazquez-Gamez

gesture towards a white 2015 Toyota Highlander bearing temporary Indiana license 

plate P323612, which had just arrived on the 100 block of East Chestnut Street. The 

Toyota subsequently pulled over to the north side of Chestnut Street, and Vazquez-

Gamez approached the Toyota while Individual B reentered Hotel A around the same 

time. 

19. At approximately 9:15 p.m., law enforcement observed the driver of the

Toyota, later identified as Rodrigo Alexis Jimenez-Perez,3 standing at the rear of the 

Toyota with Vazquez-Gamez. Jimenez-Perez and Vazquez-Gamez then loaded the 

tall suitcase into the open hatch of the Toyota. Based on the manner in which they 

handled the suitcase, it still appeared to be significantly weighted down. Moments 

later, Jimenez-Perez also loaded the black suitcase into the rear hatch of the Toyota. 

Based on the manner in which he handled the black suitcase, it also appeared to be 

significantly weighted down.  

3 Law enforcement identified Rodrigo Alexis Jimenez-Perez based on his Mexico 
identification card upon his later arrest.  
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20. A few seconds later, law enforcement observed Jimenez-Perez enter the 

driver’s seat and Vazquez-Gamez enter the front passenger seat of the Toyota. The 

Toyota then departed the area, and law enforcement initiated mobile surveillance. 

Shortly after the Toyota departed Hotel A, it dropped off Vazquez-Gamez on the 

sidewalk in the area of East Superior Street and North Wabash Avenue, while 

Jimenez-Perez continued driving. 

III. Stop of Toyota Highlander and Seizure of Approximately 80 
Kilograms of Suspect Cocaine 
 

21. At approximately 9:23 p.m., law enforcement conducted an investigative 

stop of the Toyota on the 500 block of North Rush Street, in Chicago. Law enforcement 

approached the vehicle and observed Jimenez-Perez in the driver’s seat. Law 

enforcement asked Jimenez-Perez to exit the vehicle, and he complied.4 Law 

enforcement asked Jimenez-Perez about the suitcases in the car, and he claimed to 

not know what was inside of them. Law enforcement then requested to look inside 

the suitcases, and Jimenez-Perez provided verbal consent. 

22. Law enforcement located the tall suitcase and the black suitcase in the 

trunk of the Toyota. Inside both suitcases, law enforcement found in total 

approximately 80 brick-shaped packages wrapped in black tape and appearing 

consistent with kilogram bricks of controlled substances.  

 
4 Unbeknownst to law enforcement, when Jimenez-Perez exited the vehicle, he did not place 
the vehicle in park. As the vehicle continued to roll forward, a law enforcement agent reached 
inside the car in order to park the Toyota, and law enforcement handcuffed Jimenez-Perez 
during the stop for safety reasons.  
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IV. Consent Search of Vazquez-Gamez’s Hotel Room and Seizure of 
Approximately 20 Kilograms of Suspect Cocaine 

23. Meanwhile, law enforcement also approached and detained Vazquez-

Gamez in the area of East Chicago Street and North Rush Street. Law enforcement 

and Vazquez-Gamez returned to Hotel A and telephonically conferred with a 

Spanish-speaking law enforcement officer, and Vazquez-Gamez verbally consented to 

law enforcement searching his hotel room at Hotel A and provided his room key to 

law enforcement. 

24. Inside Vazquez-Gamez’s hotel room, law enforcement found inside the 

silver suitcase and the black duffel bag with the white Nike logo approximately 20 

brick-shaped packages wrapped in black tape, in the same manner as the bricks 
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recovered from the Toyota, appearing consistent with kilogram bricks of controlled 

substances. Law enforcement performed a field test of a sample of one of the bricks 

recovered by law enforcement, and it indicated the presumptive presence of cocaine. 

Law enforcement also found in Vazquez-Gamez’s room receipts from retail stores in 

Houston dated November 3, 2021, for the purchase of “luggage” and another “item” 

(believed, based on statements by Individual B and Individual C, to be the tall 

suitcase and another suitcase). Based on Vazquez-Gamez’s, Individual B’s, and 

Individual C’s statements to law enforcement, as well as the items that law 

enforcement observed inside Vazquez-Gamez’s hotel room and Individual B’s and 

Individual C’s hotel room (also searched by consent), law enforcement believes that 

Vazquez-Gamez was the sole occupant and user of the hotel room in which the 

suitcases with the additional bricks were found. 
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V. Post-Detention/Arrest Statements 
 

25. After being advised of his Miranda rights and agreeing to waive them, 

Jimenez-Perez told law enforcement, in sum and substance, and among other things, 

as follows: Jimenez-Perez had hoped that the suitcases would contain only money and 

marijuana, but that when Jimenez-Perez handled the suitcases and felt their weight, 

he believed that they contained other controlled substances.  

26. After being separately advised of their Miranda rights and agreeing to 

waive them, Individual B and Individual C told law enforcement, in sum and 

substance and among other things, and in separate statements, as follows: Upon 

arriving in Houston, Vazquez-Gamez had bought additional suitcases, including the 

tall suitcase, and had left with a man in a pickup truck. Vazquez-Gamez then met 
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with Individual B and Individual C back at the Houston airport and returned with 

the tall suitcase, the black suitcase, the silver suitcase, and the full Nike bag to load 

onto the plane before departing for Gary. Upon arriving in Chicago, Vazquez-Gamez 

had rented his hotel room at Hotel A and brought up the bags to his room, with the 

assistance of Individual B.  

VI. Facebook Messenger Communications Between Jimenez-Perez 
and SERGIO IVAN BLAS 
 

27. Agents recovered a cell phone incident to the arrest of Jimenez-Perez. A 

consent search of that phone revealed Facebook Messenger communications between 

Jimenez-Perez and SERGIO IVAN BLAS, who was communicating via Facebook 

account.5 BLAS was identified based on the name listed on the Facebook account— 

“Sergio Ivan Blas”—and law enforcement comparison of the profile pictures publicly 

visible on the Facebook account to a known photo of BLAS from a law enforcement 

database.  

28. Based on my training and experience, I believe that the conversation 

between the two—which is set forth below—demonstrates that SERGIO IVAN BLAS 

directed Jimenez-Perez to travel to receive the 80-kilogram load of cocaine; first 

 
5 Any quoted language, transcriptions, or summaries of communications set forth in this 
Affidavit are non-final drafts. Summaries, quotations, or transcriptions set forth in this 
Affidavit do not include all potentially criminal communications, or all statements or topics 
covered during the course of the conversations. The communications set forth in this Affidavit 
often include my understanding and my fellow investigators’ and agents’ understandings, of 
what is being said during such conversations set forth in brackets. This understanding and 
interpretation of the conversations is based on (i) the content and context of the 
conversations, (ii) my experience and my fellow agents’ experiences as law enforcement 
officers, and (iii) the investigation to date. Any Spanish-to-English translations are draft 
translations. 
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directing Jimenez-Perez to the Gary Airport and then redirecting him to the hotel 

where Jimenez-Perez was surveilled obtaining the cocaine from Vazquez-Gamez:6 

MON [November 1, 2021] AT 8:12 AM 

BLAS:  Rodrigo 

BLAS:  Wakeup 

MON [November 1, 2021] AT 11:05 AM 

Jimenez-Perez:  Q onda wey [what’s up buddy] 

MON [November 1, 2021] AT 11:23 AM 

BLAS:  Ya voy para los vientos [I’m going to the winds [code for 
Chicago]]  

Jimenez-Perez:  Me ubieras Mercado wey [you should have dialed me buddy] 

BLAS:  Ok entonces para la otra te marco [Okay then for the next time 
I’ll dial you] 

BLAS:  Pense que estabas pedo [I thought you were drunk] 

Jimenez-Perez:  Simon [Okay] 

Jimenez-Perez:  No tome [I didn’t drink] 

BLAS:  Hay wey ya no tomas [Hey buddy you don’t drink anymore] 

Jimenez-Perez:  Ya casi no jaja [not really anymore haha]  

TUE [November 2, 2021] AT 8:46 PM 

[Notice “Sergio Ivan [BLAS] called you”] 

WED [November 1, 2021] AT 4:30 PM 

 
6 Facebook-originated timestamps and notices are also included in the transcript that follows.  
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Jimenez-Perez:  Hay un buen de traffic [there’s a lot of traffic] 

[Directions application screenshot shared] 

WED AT 4:31 PM [November 3, 2021] 

[Notice “You missed a call from Sergio Ivan [BLAS]”] 

WED [November 3, 2021] AT 4:33 PM 

[Notice “Sergio Ivan [BLAS] called you”] 

WED [November 3, 2021] AT 4:34 PM 

[Notice “Sergio Ivan [BLAS] called you”] 

[Directions application screenshot shared] 

Jimenez-Perez:  Es lo q marca y me manda x otro lado horita [that’s what 
appears and it just sent me to another location] 

[Directions application screenshot shared] 

WED [November 3, 2021] AT 5:22 PM 

BLAS:  Te vas para Gary [Go to Gary [Airport]] 

BLAS:  Indiana  

BLAS:  pon le en gps [put it in GPS] 

BLAS:  Para ver en cuanto llegas [To see how long it will take you to 
arrive] 

Jimenez-Perez:  55 minutos [55 Minutes] 

Jimenez-Perez:  630 [PM] 

WED [November 3, 2021] AT 5:49 PM 

BLAS:  Cuanto te falta [How much longer] 

Jimenez-Perez:  35 [minutes] 

BLAS:  Arre (okay)  
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WED [November 3, 2021] AT 6:17 PM 

[Notice “You called Sergio Ivan [BLAS]”] 

WED [November 3, 2021] AT 6:39 PM 

BLAS:  Esperate lo estan cuadrando [Wait they are arranging it [the 
cocaine]]  

Jimenez-Perez:  Okay  

WED [November 3, 2021] AT 6:56 PM 

BLAS:  Vete para el downtown de Chicago al McDonald’s [Go toward 
downtown Chicago to the McDonald’s] 

Jimenez-Perez:  Okay  

WED [November 3, 2021] AT 7:10 PM 

Jimenez-Perez:  A cual llego [To which one should I arrive] 

BLAS:  Al McDonald’s [To the McDonalds] 

BLAS:  Se Siempre [of always] 

BLAS:  En cuanto tiempo llegas [in how much time will you arrive]   

Jimenez-Perez:  25 [minutes] 

WED [November 3, 2021] AT 7:31 PM 

BLAS:  Cuanto te falta [How much longer]  

Jimenez-Perez:  10 [minutes] 

BLAS:  Ok 

WED [November 3, 2021] AT 7:38 PM 

[Notice “You called Sergio Ivan”] 

WED [November 3, 2021] AT 8:09 PM 

Jimenez-Perez:  Q hago [What should I do] 
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BLAS:  Aguanta [Wait]  

BLAS:  Yo se que ya te desesperaste [I know you are getting 
desperate/nervous/anxious] 

WED [November 3, 2021] AT 8:14 PM 

[Notice “Sergio Ivan called you”] 

WED [November 3, 2021] AT 8:49 PM 

BLAS:  100 E Chestnut [Hotel A] 

BLAS:  En cuanto tiempo llegas [In how much time will you arrive] 

Jimenez-Perez:  10 minutos [10 minutes] 

WED [November 3, 2021] AT 8:51 PM 

[Notice “Sergio Ivan [BLAS] called you”] 

WED [November 3, 2021] AT 9:02 PM 

[Notice “You called Sergio Ivan [BLAS]”] 

WED [November 3, 2021] AT 9:14 PM 

[Notice “Sergio Ivan [BLAS] called you”] 

BLAS:  Ya estas hi [Are you there already] 

BLAS:  ahi [there] 

WED [November 3, 2021] AT 9:19 PM 

[Notice “Sergio Ivan [BLAS] called you”] 

[Note: Jimenez-Perez was stopped at approximately 9:23 p.m.] 

WED [November 3, 2021] AT 9:49 PM 

BLAS:  Como a que hora llegas [About what time will you arrive]  

WED [November 3, 2021] AT 9:59 PM 
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[Notice “You missed a call from Sergio Ivan [BLAS]”] 

WED [November 3, 2021] AT 10:01 PM 

[Notice “You missed a call from Sergio Ivan [BLAS].”] 
 

VII. BLAS’s Arrest and Post-Arrest Statement 

29. On or about November 4, 2021, at approximately 3:23 p.m. eastern time, 

agents conducted a traffic stop on a vehicle driven by BLAS in the area of 

Indianapolis, Indiana. BLAS identified himself by presenting a Mexican 

identification card. Agents asked for consent to search the car and BLAS agreed. 

Pursuant to the search, agents located approximately $6,000 in cash and what 

appeared to be a ledger recording the receipt and distribution of large sums of 

currency, including the following page: 
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30. After being advised of his Miranda rights, BLAS was briefly interviewed 

on the side of the road near the vehicle. BLAS subsequently consented to the search 

of his home. BLAS and agents traveled to the house, and before entering BLAS signed 

a written consent form authorizing the search. During the search of the house, agents 

found another ledger recording the receipt and distribution of large sums of currency, 

including with the following page: 
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31. In the house, agents also found a money counter and hundreds of rubber 

bands.  

32. BLAS then participated in a full interview with agents. In sum and 

substance, BLAS stated, among other things: 

a. BLAS has been picking up money as directed for the past 4 to 5 

months; 

b. BLAS estimated that he picked up U.S. currency at least 4 to 5 

times during that time period;7 

 
7 The ledgers seized from BLAS contained considerably more than 4 to 5 entries.   
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c. Typically, BLAS would take the money somewhere to count and 

then, as directed, give it to someone else within hours; 

d. BLAS claimed he believed the money came from the sale of 

marijuana and—knowing the odor of marijuana—BLAS sometimes detected it on 

some of the packages of money he received; 

e. There were some packages given to BLAS that were never 

opened, which he then gave to other people, and BLAS doesn’t know what was in 

them; 

f. On November 3, 2021, BLAS asked “Rodrigo” if he wanted to 

make some extra money, and Rodrigo agreed; 

g. BLAS works with “Rodrigo,” said his name is “Rodrigo Jimenez,” 

and BLAS subsequently identified a known picture of Rodrigo Jimenez-Perez; 

h. BLAS gave Rodrigo the address where to go on November 3, 2021;  

i. BLAS said Rodrigo stopped answering his phone that night and 

BLAS doesn’t know what happened to him; 

j. The morning of November 4, 2021, BLAS was instructed to get 

rid of his cell phone, which he did; 

k. BLAS confirmed his Facebook profile, which has a picture of 

himself on a motorcycle [the same Facebook account cited in the conversation 

transcript above]. 

CONCLUSION 

33. Based on the above, I submit that there is probable cause to believe that 
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beginning no later than in or about June 2021, and continuing until at least on or 

about November 4, 2021, SERGIO IVAN BLAS conspired to knowingly and 

intentionally possess with intent to distribute and distribute a controlled substance, 

namely, five kilograms or more of a mixture and substance containing a detectable 

amount of cocaine, a Schedule II Controlled Substance, in violation of Title 21, United 

States Code, Section 841(a)(1), all in violation of Title 21, United States Code, Section 

846.   

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT. 

VICTOR ALMAGUER 
Task Force Officer, Drug Enforcement 
Administration 

SWORN TO AND AFFIRMED by telephone or 
other reliable electronic means on November 5, 2021. 

Honorable GABRIEL A. FUENTES 
United States Magistrate Judge 


